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BANGKOK — A bomb 
exploded Monday within a 
central Bangkok shrine that is 
among the city’s most popu-
lar tourist spots, killing at 
least 18 people and injuring 
more than 100 across a hectic 
intersection surrounded by 
five-star hotels and upscale 
shopping malls.

With a powerful flash 
caught on security video and 
a boom heard blocks away, 
the blast from the improvised 
explosive device scattered 
body parts across Rachapra-
song intersection, spattered 
blood, blasted windows and 
burned motorbikes to the 
metal. It exploded during 
evening rush hour as the area 
was filled with tourists, office 
workers and shoppers.

“Suddenly there was a big 
boom, and the whole room 
just shook, like someone 
dropped a wrecking ball 
on top of our ceiling,” said 
Pim Niyomwan, an English 
instructor working on the 
eighth floor of the building 
right next to the shrine. “The 
whole building just shook. My 
four students were hysteri-
cal.”

Video shortly after the 
blast depicts a scene of shock 
and desperation: people run-
ning for their lives and crying 
amid the debris. An emergen-
cy worker in an ambulance, 
frantically pounding the chest 
of a victim.

No one immediately 
claimed responsibility for the 
bombing.

“Those who have planted 
this bomb are cruel,” said 
national police chief Somyot 
Poompummuang. “They aim 
to kill because everyone 
knows that at 7 p.m. the 
shrine is crowded with Thais 
and foreigners. Planting a 
bomb there means they want 
to see a lot of dead people.”

At least 18 people were 
confirmed dead and 117 
injured, according to the Nar-
inthorn emergency medical 
rescue center. The dead in-
cluded Chinese and a Filipino, 
Somyot said.

As a single, devastating 
blow to this Southeast Asian 
metropolis, Monday’s bomb-
ing has no equal in recent 
history, though Thailand is 
no stranger to violent attacks. 

A more-than-decade-long 
insurgency by southern Mus-
lim separatists has left more 
than 5,000 dead far from the 
capital. In Bangkok, politically 
charged riots centered on 
this very intersection in 2010 
killed more than 90 over two 
months.

Police said the bomb was 
made with a pipe wrapped in 
cloth. Police said it was too 
soon to determine the motive.

“We still don’t know for 
sure who did this and why,” 
Deputy Prime Minister Prawit 
Wongsuwon told reporters. 
“We are not sure if it is politi-
cally motivated, but they aim 
to harm our economy and we 
will hunt them down.”

The bomb detonated 
at Erawan Shrine, which is 
dedicated to the Hindu god 
Brahma, but is extremely 
popular among Thailand’s 
Buddhists as well as Chinese 
tourists. Although Thailand 
is predominantly Buddhist, it 
has enormous Hindu influence 
on its religious practices and 
language.

The shrine, adjacent to 
a five-star hotel, is at the 
intersection of two major 
arteries in the city. Throngs of 
tourists come there to pray at 
all hours, lighting incense and 
offering flowers purchased 
from rows of stalls set up on 
the sidewalk along the shrine. 

The site is a hubbub of activ-
ity, with quiet worshippers 
sometimes flanked by Thai 
dancers hired by those seek-
ing good fortune, while groups 
of tourists shuffle in and out.

Bangkok has been 
relatively peaceful since a 
military coup ousted a civil-
ian government in May last 
year after several months of 
sometimes violent political 
protests against the previous 
government. Anusit Kunakorn, 
secretary of the National 
Security Council, said Prime 
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha, 
the former army chief who 
orchestrated the May 2014 
coup, was closely monitoring 
the situation.

At the same time, the mili-
tary government has tightly 
controlled dissent, arresting 
hundreds of its opponents and 
banning protests. Tensions 
have risen in recent months, 
with the junta making clear 
that it may not hold elec-
tions until 2017 and wants a 
constitution that will allow 
some type of emergency rule 
to take the place of an elected 
government.

Stirring the pot has been 
exiled former Prime Minister 
Thaksin Shinawatra, who was 
ousted in a 2006 coup. It was 
his sister Yingluck Shinawatra 
who was ousted as prime 
minister last year.

Last week, Thaksin posted 
a message on YouTube urging 
his followers to reject the 
draft constitution because he 
said it was undemocratic. The 
draft charter is supposed to 
be voted on next month by a 
special National Reform Coun-
cil. If it passes, it is supposed 
to go to a public referendum 
around January.

Another source of recent 
tension is the annual military 
promotion list, with the 
junta’s top two leaders — 
Prime Minister Prayuth and 
Deputy Prime Minister Prawit 
— widely believed to be sup-
porting different candidates. 
The reshuffle, which comes 
into effect in September, has 
traditionally been a source 
of unrest, as different cliques 
in the army, usually defined 
by their graduating class in 
the military academy, seek 
the most important posts to 
consolidate their power.

The U.S. Embassy in 
Bangkok issued an emergency 
message for U.S. citizens, 
advising them to avoid the 
shrine’s area.

In Washington, State 
Department spokesman John 
Kirby expressed deep sympa-
thy to those affected by the 
Bangkok explosion. He said 
authorities were still determin-
ing whether any Americans 
were among the victims.
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Trump Splits GOP With Immigration Ideas
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Donald Trump 

is dividing his Republican presidential rivals 
anew with his call to rewrite the Constitu-
tion to crack down on millions of immigrants 
living in the U.S. illegally, and to force Mexico 
to pay for a better border fence. Scott Walker 
embraced some of the plan Monday, but 
other contenders, such as Chris Christie and 
Carly Fiorina, dismissed elements as unwork-
able.

Trump’s immigration proposal, his 
first formal policy plan since announcing 
his candidacy in June, won praise Monday from the GOP’s 
conservative tea partyers, some of whom favor changing the 
Constitution to reverse the “birthright citizenship” guaranteed 
to anyone born in the United States, no matter the status of 
their parents. At the same time, surveys show a majority of 
Americans, including Republicans, support allowing many im-
migrants in the U.S. illegally to stay.

Trump leads his Republican rivals in national polls, and 
his proposal quickly reverberated within the party, which has 
struggled with the issue of immigration.

Party leaders are determined to expand the GOP’s appeal 
with Hispanics after the 2012 election in which Mitt Romney 
won just 27 percent of the Latino vote. But many Republicans 
have adopted a hardline approach on immigrants, appealing 
to the party’s core voters who play an oversized role in nomi-
nating primaries and caucuses.

Asked at the Iowa State Fair on Monday if he supports 
building a wall along the U.S. Mexican border, as Trump has 
proposed, Wisconsin Gov. Walker gave a quick “yes,” but he 
declined to address whether he supports deporting children 
of parents in the country illegally. “Going forward, the best 
thing we can do is enforce the law,” he said.

Pentagon Set To Increase Drone Flights 
JOINT BASE LANGLEY-EUSTIS, Va. (AP) — Faced with esca-

lating aggression from Russia and China, the Pentagon is plan-
ning to increase its use of drones by about 50 percent over the 
next several years, using the Army and civilian contractors to 
put more of the unmanned aircraft in the air.

The decision to add Army and civilian-operated missions 
to the mix was triggered because the Air Force — which had 
been running about 65 combat air patrol missions a day — 
asked to decrease that number to 60 because of stress on the 
force. But 60 patrols don’t come close to meeting the demands 
of top military commanders facing growing security threats 
around the world.

Senior U.S. officials said that while drones have been used 
largely to target terrorists and collect intelligence over combat 
zones, those needs may shift in the coming years.

Top military leaders, including the incoming chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Joseph Dunford, have named 
Russia as the nation’s most serious security threat. And 
China’s rising military power and island-building program in 
the South China Sea have increased tensions and prompted a 
greater demand for U.S. surveillance and intelligence across 
the Pacific.

One senior defense official said Pentagon leaders are 
taking those security challenges into account as they decide 
how armed and unarmed drones will be used across Europe 
and the Pacific. The officials spoke on condition of anonymity 
because they weren’t authorized to discuss the issue publicly.

Judge Gives Ky. Clerk Time To Appeal  
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — A federal judge on Monday gave 

a Kentucky county clerk room to continue denying marriage 
licenses to gays and lesbians while she takes her religious 
objections case to an appellate court.

U.S. District Judge David Bunning ordered Rowan County 
Clerk Kim Davis last week to issue licenses to two gay couples, 
and ruled Monday that she is not entitled to any more delays. 
But because “emotions are running high on both sides of this 
debate,” he also stayed his decision while she takes her case 
to the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal.

Attorneys on both sides disagreed about the implications. 
Dan Canon, representing the gay couples, said Davis remains 
under the judge’s order. But Mat Staver, who represents Davis 
and is the founder of Florida-based Liberty Counsel, said the 
convoluted order essentially grants her request for more time.

What is clear is that Davis will continue refusing to issue 
marriage licenses to anyone in this county of about 23,000 
people, home to Morehead State University in the Appalachian 
foothills of eastern Kentucky. Until the case is resolved, no 
new wedding can be legally recognized in Rowan County un-
less the couple obtains a marriage license somewhere else.

“This is not something I decided because of this decision 
that came down,” Davis testified in federal court last month. 
“It was thought-out and, you know, I sought God on it.”

Wreckage Of Indonesian Plane Spotted 
JAYAPURA, Indonesia (AP) — An airplane with 54 people 

on board that crashed in the mountains of eastern Indonesia 
was carrying nearly half a million dollars in government cash 
for poor families to help offset a spike in fuel prices, an official 
said Monday.

Smoldering wreckage of the Trigana Air Service turboprop 
plane was spotted from the air Monday morning in a rugged 
area of the easternmost province of Papua, rescue officials 
said. There was no immediate word of any survivors from 
Sunday’s crash, which happened in bad weather.

Four postal workers aboard the plane were escorting four 
bags of cash totaling $468,750 in government fuel aid, Fran-
ciscus Haryono, the head of the post office in Jayapura, the 
provincial capital, told The Associated Press.

The ATR42-300 twin turboprop plane was flying from 
Jayapura to the city of Oksibil when it lost contact. Transpor-
tation Ministry spokesman Julius Barata said there was no 
indication that the pilot had made a distress call.

The cash from the Social Affairs Ministry was to be distrib-
uted among poor people in remote areas to cushion the jump 
in fuel costs, Haryono said.

Effort To Unionize College Athletes Nixed
CHICAGO (AP) — The National Labor Relations Board on 

Monday blocked a historic bid by Northwestern University 
football players to form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, dealing a blow to a labor movement that could have 
transformed amateur sports.

In a unanimous decision, the board said the prospect of 
union and nonunion teams in college could lead to differ-
ent standards at different schools — from how much money 
players receive to how much time they practice — and create 
competitive imbalances on the field.

The new ruling annuls a 2014 decision by a regional NLRB 
director in Chicago who said scholarship football players are 
employees under U.S. law and thus entitled to organize. But 
Monday’s decision did not directly address the question of 
whether the players are employees.

Some observers said the ruling effectively ends any chance 
to establish labor unions in college athletics.

“This puts the nail in the coffin of organizing college play-
ers,” said Ronald Meisburg, a former attorney for the NLRB 
and onetime board member.

IRS Breach Got More Than 1st Reported  
WASHINGTON (AP) — A computer breach at the IRS in 

which thieves stole tax information from thousands of taxpay-
ers is much bigger than the agency originally disclosed.

An additional 220,000 potential victims had information 
stolen from an IRS website as part of a sophisticated scheme 
to use stolen identities to claim fraudulent tax refunds, the 
IRS said Monday. The revelation more than doubles the total 
number of potential victims, to 334,000.

The breach also started earlier than investigators initially 
thought. The tax agency first disclosed the breach in May.

The thieves accessed a system called “Get Transcript,” 
where taxpayers can get tax returns and other filings from 
previous years. In order to access the information, the thieves 
cleared a security screen that required knowledge about the 
taxpayer, including Social Security number, date of birth, tax 
filing status and street address, the IRS said.
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Rush-Hour Bombing 
Kills 18, Injures 117

LI MANGMANG/XINHUA/ZUMA PRESS/TNS 
Rescuers enter the site of an explosion in downtown Bangkok, capital of Thailand At 
least 15 people were killed and more than 80 others injured in an explosion in downtown 
Bangkok on Monday night, according to local media.  
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